Turbulence measurements of scales as small as two inches have been made in the ocean with hot-wire equipment which was especially designed for USC in sea water. Obscrvations have been made of the variation of the turbulence spectrum over a tidal cycle in Lhe Strait of Juan de Fuca and of the influence of an underwater obstacle in altering the spectral distribution.
A preliminary experiment has been carried out, to correlate velocity and pressure fiuctuations due to turbulence in the ocean. From the work done to date the specifications for a hot-wire instrument for use in the sea can be outlined. A review of several types of lurbulencc measuring instruments that have been used in waler is included.
-
Although hot-wires have proved to be the best device for measuring turbulence in air they have not been developed to the point where they can bc used to measure absolute values of the turbulent velocities in water over long periods of time. The main drawback to the USC of hot-wires in water is the formation of a film on the wire which changes the wire characteristics so that it is difficult to obtain an absolute calibration of the system. h Elm will form cvcn though the wire. is used in filtered, distilled water. Under this circumstance a constant-current hot-wire system cannot be used to obtain useful information about the turbulent velocities.
If, however, a constant-tempcrature system is used the usefulness of the hot-wire is increased markedly.
The rcsult of the formation of a film on the wire will be a decrease in the response of the constant-temperature system so that the small scales of turbulence will not be recorded after the wire has been in the water for some time. The larger turbulent scales will still affect the hot-wire until the film has become quite thick. If one is interested in determining the changes that occur in turbulent spectra the constant-temperature hot-wire will bc quite adequate as long as the very small scale end is not important.
As there have been numerous difficulties in the development of suitable hot-wire equipment for USC in water, a number of other methods have been developed to mensurc turbulent velocities. These methods include the use of thermistor, clectromagnetic, and pressure measuring systems. It is the purpose of this report to rcvicw these different systems and to dcscribc work with hot-wires which has been done at the I'acific Naval Laboratory.
THERMISTOR Vl3LOMETER
Thermistors have been used extensively to measure temperature microstructure in the ocean, but they can also be used to mcasurc average water velocities and turbulence. The thermistor velocity detector makes use of the fact that a heated body immersed in a flowing fluid will transfer heat to the fluid. If the detector is heated at a constant rate its final temperature will depend upon the velocity of the fluid. For a particular detector, heated at a constant rate, the velocity (U) of the fluid is related to the temperature difference (AT) bctwcen the unhcatcd fluid and the thermistor by the relation U. = c/(Al')2 where C is a constant determined by the characteristics of the fluid and the detector. If the initial temperature of the detector is high enough, the variation in water temperature normally encountcrcd in the ocean will have little effect on the accuracy of the measurements.
Miscner (1954) dcscribcs a thermistor velometer which is used essentially to measure average stream velocities from 0.1 to 4 M.P.1-I. The temperature sensing element is a small glass-encased bead thermistor (Western Electric Type 6014) with a resistance of approximately 105 ohms at 25°C. The heating element is wound on a thin-walled glass tube which is attached over the thermistor bead, The thermistor forms one arm of a Wheatstone bridge and the variation in thermistor resistance is reflected in a current change across the bridge. Because of the high resistance of the thermistor this current change will be nearly proportional to the temperature change in the detector, and therefore it is possible to convert current readings directly to temperaturcs and flow velocities.
For average flow velocities a meter is used across the bridge, while for turbulence measurements the thermistor bridge current can be recorded on film or by pen recorders. The limitation in the use of the thermistor vclometcr for the measurcmcnt of turbulent velocities is its response time
The dctcctor response will bc limited either by the response of the thermistor which is normally of the order of 1 to 2 seconds, or by the heat capacity of the heating element and its insulation.
Some work has been done at the Pacific Naval Laboratory and at Scripps Institute of Oceanography (Snodgrass and Cawlcy 1957) to improve the response time of glass bead thermistors such as the Western Electric Type 6014. Techniques have been developed for grinding some of the glass from the thermistor bead and decreasing the response time to the order of xcth of a second. The minimum turbulent scale size that can be measured with this time constant will depend on the average flow velocity past the detector.
E:LRCTItOMAGNETIC FLOWMETERS
In his Bakerian Lecture of 1832 before the Royal Society, Faraday suggested that the laws of magnetic induction should apply to a stream of water, which is a conductor, moving through the earth's magnetic field. Faraday was unsuccessful in his attempt to measure the voltages produced in the River Thames at Waterloo Bridge. Since then there have been many successful measurcments of tidal and stream currents using electromagnetic flowmeters. Longuct-I-Iiggins (1949) gives a summary of the work of a number of observers.
The earlier measurements made use of submarine cables or fixed electrodes near the shores of channels or rivers (Cox 1956 ). Since 1946 a system known as the gcomagnetic elcctro-kinetograph, which uses towed electrodes, has been developed in the United States (von Arx 1950). The potential difference developed between the silver/ silver-chloride electrodes is of the order of 1 millivolt per knot. Towed electrodes have also been used in England for studying currents in the sea (Bowdcn 1953 , Deacon 1955 .
In order to reduce the size of the detecting equipment so that smaller scale fluctuations can be observed, a stronger magnetic field than the earth's must be produced. Instruments have been designed which use direct or alternating magnetic fields. Guelke and Schoutc-Vanncck (1947) developed a detector designed for velocity measurements on the sea-bed. The unit consists of an exciting coil through which an alternating current is passed to product the alternating magnetic field. The first experiments were carried out using an average vertical field of 15 gauss (compared to the earth's field which is less than one gauss) in the region between the silver elcctrodcs. With the electrodes spaced 35.5 cm apart the induced motional e.m.f. was of the order of 270 microvolts per knot.
An electromagnetic flowmeter similar to the Guelke and Schoutc-Vanneck instrument has been designed at the Xational Institute of Oceanography in England for measuring turbulence near the sea bed (Bowden 1955) . The measuring head is IO cm in diameter as compared to the 76 cm head of the Guclke and Schoute-Vanneck instrument, and the potential difference between the rhodium-plated electrodes was approximately 50 microvolts per knot. The measuring heads are attached to a tripod mounted on the sea bed, and a canvas fin attached to the vertical strut aligns the measuring heads into the flow. Bowden f7Z and l?airbairn (1956) used this instrument to obtain measurements of Reynolds stresses in a tidal current.
The average tidal velocity (U) during the measurements was 25 to 50 cm/set, with the horizontal turbulent velocities (u) up to IO %U and the vertical turbulent velocities (w) up to 6 %U. The frequency response of their electronics was flat below 1 cycle per second and fell to 50 % at 9 cycles per second.
Grossman and Li (1956) have developed an electromagnetic flowmeter for turbulence investigations in pipe flow. A direct current electromagnet with 5.75-inch diameter pole pieces and a 2>$inch gap produced a maximum field intensity of about 9000 gauss which was practically uniform over the measuring region. One-, two-, or threeelectrode probes with spacings as small as 0.025 in. between t.he electrodes were used. A device of this type might be modified to measure the small scale fluctuations in the ocean.
PRl3SS,TJRE SENSING DEVICES
The measurement of velocity can also be effected by measuring the associated pressure which varies as the square of the flow velocity.
The devices which measure pressure are usually of two general types : mechanical devices which use the displacement of a wheel or plate to measure the pressure, and pressure sensitive crystals which generate e.m.f. when a pressure is applied to them.
The mechanical devices USC either a plate which is mounted at right angles to the flow or a propeller whose axis is parallel to the flow. In some meters the pressure is rcgistered by means of a plate hanging under gravity; however, any variation in tilt of the meter will introduce errors into the readings. Plates controlled by spiral springs will obey the square law relation between pressure and velocity so that the readings in the low velocity range will be compressed into much smaller plate movements than those for the highcr velocities.
A device which has a relatively linear rcsponsc to velocity changes is described by Doodson (1940) .
The Doodson current meter uses a pro- FIG. 1. probe.
Section view of pressure-transc@Ucex pellcr which is restrained by a spring. The, spring is connected to a lever arm which is rigidly attached to the propeller shaft. As the propeller rotates and the angle between the spring and lever arm changes there are two effects: the tension in the spring increases, and thcrc is an increase in the moment of the tension. These effects combine to make the angular rotation of the propeller a linear relation of flow velocity. By limiting the maximum rotation of the propelcr to 60" the inertial effects are made small so that the meter will have a reasonable response to turbulent fluctuations. Bowdcn and Fairbairn (1952a, 195213) describe the use of Doodson meters to measure turbulent velocities in the River Merscy.
Meters of the Doodson type will have much longer response times than a device which uses a pressure sensitive crystal as a dctcctor.
Effort has been made at the Pacific Naval Laboratory to obtain a detector of small dimensions and with a short time response for turbulence measurements in our water tunnel.
The detector being used at present is shown in Figure 1 and consists of a barium titanate BC-IO pressure transducer (Atlantic Research Co., Alexandria, Virginia), with suitable shielding so that it is sensitive to velocity fluctuations in the direction of the mean flow. The Ercqucncy response of this gauge is from 1-2 cycles per second at the low end and can go as high as several kilocycles.
The limit to the response at the higher frequencies is the x inch opening at the front of the shielding which limits the resolution to turbulent scales of about that dimension.
The gauge was used in conjunction with the hot-wire equipment at sea, and from the preliminary results it appears that the pressure sensitive gauge will mcasurc the small scale turbulent eddies much better than the hot-wire.
NEUTRALLY-BUOYANT FLOATS
'l'he larger scale current fluctuations in the ocean can bc followed by means of neutrally-buoyant floats described by Swallow (1955 Swallow ( , 1957a Swallow ( , 1957b ). The technique described by Stommel (1955) of using ncutrally-buoyant floats which drop bombs at predctcrmined times so that the floats can be tracked by SOFAR, would facilitate the measurement of currents over large arcas.
HOT-WIRE FLOWMETER
The hot-wire circuitry as developed at the Pacific Naval Ilaboratory is shown in Figure 2 . The system is a constant-temperuturc hot-wire which is heated by an alternating current.
As the water flows by the hot-wire some of the heat is transferred from the wire to the water and the greater the water velocity the greater the amount of heat transferred.
When the temperature of the hot-wire changes due to the changing turbulent velocities, the bridge becomes out of balance and an "error voltage" signal is fed to the negative feedback amplifier which adjusts the heating current in the hot-wire to compensate for the induced temperature change and maintains the hot-wire as close as possible to a constant temperature. This "error voltage" is also fed back through amplifiers to pen recorders and a twochannel tape recorder. In order to record the very low frequencies, the tape recorder which normally runs at 15 in./sec was run at l/5000, l/1000, or l/150 of its normal speed by means of a special drive. Recently the signal from the hot-wire has been tape recorded using a frequency modulation system and the different frequency ranges obtained by re-recording at different speeds in the laboratory.
This system has the big advantage that the full range of frequencies can be recorded at once. The final tape records are played back at normal speed and analyzed on a frequency spectrum analyzer.
The alternating heating current was originally chosen because the matching of the low resistance, high current characteristics PATT ERSO N of the hot-wire to the high rcsistancc, low current characteristics of the hot-wire bridge by means of a transformer could be more easily done for A.C. than for I1.C. It has been shown by later work in this laboratory and by Hubbard (1954) and Stevens, Borden and Strausser (1956) that the use of an alternating heating current overcomes instabilities due to bubble formation on the wire and polarization of the water.
The hot-wire, which has to bc strong mechanically and resistant to sea water corrosion, was originally a teflon-coated copper wire and in the latest equipment is either a platinum or platinum-coated tungsten wire of about 1 ohm resistance. Tungsten which has better characteristics for hot-wire USC could not be used due to the dificulty of attaching it to the hot-wire probe. The length of the teflon-coated wire was about 2 inches and this length was reduced to one inch for the platinum wires. Originally the wires were mounted at right angles to the flow but it was found that during plankton blooms the wire very quickly became coated and the response of the wire dropped off drastically.
By mounting the wires at 45" to the flow the plankton were shed and the usefulness of the probe was extended over longer periods of time (l?ig. 3).
The hot-wires are heated to about 20°C above the ambient water temperature, and by comparing hot-wire records and coldthermistor records it was found that temperature fluctuations of the order of xc"C were not recorded by the hot-wire; however, when the temperature fluctuations were of the order of 1°C the turbulent tnicrostructure was masked by the tcmperaturc microstructure.
If temperature microstruc tures with a variation of the order of 1°C were normally encountered the hot-wire probe would have to be modified. Hubbard (1954) dots this by putting one of the arms of the hot-wire bridge near the hot-wire so that it balances the change in resistance in the hot-wire due to the temperature fluctuations in the water.
From work done in the sea it has been determined that scale sizes larger than one to two inches can bc measured with rcason- able accuracy with a hot-wire, and that smaller scales can more cusily bo measured wi t,h a pressure transducer. As a result the length of the hot-wire need not be shorter t,han about 1 inch. A platinum or platinumcoated tungsten wire of this length, having a rcsistnncc of 1 ohm, has good mechanical strength and is easily attached to the wire supports. Another good feature of t,his wire is that, the cquivalcnt sea-path rcsistance is much higher than 1 ohm and therefore changes in rcsistnncc in the water will not, introduce apprcciablc errors in to the hot-wire rcndings.
If the hot-wire is towed through the water at 3 knots a scale size of 1 inch requires that the hot-vvirc have a frcqucncy response somcwhat higher than GO cycles per second. In order to cnsurc that the hot-wire will have this response the frcqucncy of the heating current must bc at least IO tirncs as high or a minimum of 600 cycles per second. l'hc existiiig hot-vvirc equipment uses a hcating current having a freqlrcncy of 1500 cycles per second.
The underwater portion of the hot-wire gear, shown in Figure I , is hung over the sitlc of a ship and towed through the water at about three knots. 'I'ht: hot-wire probes arc suspcndcd below the spar so that they
Urtdcrwatcr por tiori of hot-wire arc out of t'hc wakes of the towing cable and spar. The weight hung below the spar is used t,o keep t,hc apparatus down in the water, and the high drag tail keeps the probe pointing into the ~ne:m flow. 'l'hc transformer can bc seen mounted on the spar just behind the hot-wire support spar. The gear has usually been towed at; a dcpt,h of between (i to 10 fathoms, this depth being limited by the dept,h of water in which WC have been doing turbulent microstructure mcnsurcmcnts.
To date no attempt has bocn made to make absolute mcasurcrnents of the intensity of the turbuleilcc.
Most of the work has been to obtain turbulent spectra and to dctermino their variatioils due to t,urbulcnt decay or to generation of new turbulence by obstructions in the flow. An attempt was made to mcasurc the decay of turbulcncc from Itipplc 12,ock in Seymour Narrows on the castcrn side of Vancouver Island by anchoring at three stations in IXscovcry Passage below Itipplc Rock. It was found that the turbulencct decay of the LTrG. 5. Typical vibragmm of the turbulence signal.
w&c of Ripple Rock was masked by the generation of turbulcncc on the bottom and sides of IXscovcry I'assage so that no variations in the turbulcncc spectra could bc observed. Attempts have also been made t,o obtain records of the turbulence gcneratcd by Constance Bank, a bank in the Victoria Harbour approaches which rises to within 8 fathoms of the surface from much decpcr water. Although thcrc have been indications of the generation of new turbulcnco by the bank, the very high background turbulence which exists in the Strait of Juan de l~uca makes positive idcntification very diflicult. Use now being made of the prcssurc transducer to mcasurc the smaller turbulent scales should give us better results.
The tape-recorded turbulence signals arc analyzed on a frequency spectrum analyzer called a Vibralyzer (Kay Illlcctric Co., l'inc Brook W. J.). A portion of the tape record is rerecorded on t,he circumference oE a magnetic disk. l'hc signal on the disk is scnnncd by a band-pass filter which is shifted each revolution of the disk, and the output is thcrr recorded on dry facsimile paper. The first, paper record, called a Vibragrnm (Fig.  5) , plots the signal frcqucncy vs time, with the darkness of the trace indicating the magnitude of the energy level of the signal.
13ccausc the amplitude or darkness of the trace is not too well dcfincd, due to the limitations of the paper, this record is used to determine the gcncral variations in the turbulence signal and to select points on the record at which time averages of the signal are to be taken. The second record, called a Section, portrays the amplitude vs frequency of the signal at the presclcctcd points. Two types of portrayals can bc made, the logarithm of the signal amplitude or a linear rcprcscntation of the signal amplitude.
Both have uniform scales which cover 35 db. for the logarithmic: plot and a range of 10 to 1 for the lincar plot, the scales being rclutivc to 1 millivolt. For most of the work it was found that the logarithmic rcprcscn tation was more useful because it corresponds to the logarithm of the square root of the cncrgy content of tIhc diffcrcnt scales of the turbulcncc. The logarithmic record is rcferrcd to as the turbulence spectrum.
The spectra in Figure ations of energy content of the diffcrcnt turbulcncc scales with time; however, when long time averages are taken the spectrum becomes a smooth curve with the energy decreasing from the large scales to the smaller scales. Although the total energy content of Lhc turbulcncc changes at difCcrcnt, times over a tidal cycle, tho gcncral shape of the spectrum for thcsc scnlcs rcmains esscn tially the same. The changes in the spectrum l,uke place in the turbulcncc scale sizes from about 15 l&t down to fractions of inches. An investigation oE tho change in the turbulent spectra over a tJda1 cycle in the Strait of Juan de I~'uca near Vict,oria showed that there were smaller acalc eddies during t,hc flood alld obb tide periods, and t,hat during the slack-w&r periods tho dcca.y in the turbulence reduced the amplitude of the small sculc eddies. As the slack-water periods were of short duration no marked decay of the turbulence took place. The clearest indication of the change in turbulent spectra due to an obsCruc:tion in the Aow was obtained near Itacc Tioclcs in the Victoria ITarbour arca. Itacc Itocks is a scrics of rocky islands which rise out of 4Wathorn wutcr. As t,he tide sweeps past, these islands at) up t)o 4 to 6 knots, a wake is generated behind each island, and from the largest island there appcarcd to bc an cdtly shed which was similar to a Y&m&n Vortex SLreet. At the surface thcsc large cddics appcarcd quite distinct from the rest, of the flow near ILace Rocks and gradually tlccaycd dowi~strenrn, cvcn tually becorning indistinguishable l'rorn t.hc gcncral t,urbu- lence. By towing a hot-wire through one of these eddies near Race Rocks the spectra in Figure 7 were obtained.
Near the ccntcr of the eddy the water should be rotating as a solid body but toward the outside of the eddy, interaction with the surrounding water would break down the main motion so that smaller eddies appear. When towing a hot-wire through the eddy the spectra should show high frequencies (small scale fluctuations) at the edge of the eddy which are rcduccd in amplitude as the center of the eddy is approached. The spectra in Figure 7 are 2$/-second averages taken at equal time intervals from one side of the eddy to the other and show that this is what was being observed. The spectra A and li,' are near the edge of the eddy and exhibit higher frequencies than C which 173 and D are from positions intermediate between the edge and center of the eddy. No statistical significance can be attached to the peaks in the region from scale sizes of 17.3 feet to about 7 feet as they will tend to average out when longer time averages are taken. The scale sizes from 7 feet down have statistical significance in the short time avcragc shown, and indicate that the further out from the center of the eddy the smaller the turbulence scale that is being generated, and that the energy content of these small scales increases towards the outside of the eddy. As the hot-wires were not calibrated the magnitude of the signal could not bc used to obtain absolute mcasuremcnts but gave the variation in the energy content of the different scale sizes with time.
Although most of the work which has been done at the Pacific Naval Laboratory has been carried out in the Strait of Juan de Fuca there is no reason to believe that hot-wire turbulcncc measurements cannot be done in the open ocean. The problem of the very small scales would be climinatcd unless the turbulcncc near the bottom were of interest, and the problem of plankton would be rcduccd so that the hot-wire could bc very useful for turbulcncc measurements in the open ocean provided the difIicult,ies introduced by ship motion can bc overcome.
Instruments arc now available or shortly will be available which will measure turbulent velocities from scale sixes of the order of several millimeters up to scales which depend on tidal changes. Therefore the time is ripe for a widespread study of ocean turbulence to obtain information required by all those cngagcd in doing oceanographic research. 
